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How coherent quasiparticles emerge by doping quantum antiferromagnets is a key question
in correlated electron systems underlying an understanding of the phase diagram of copper
oxides. Recent resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) experiments in hole-doped cuprates
have purported to measure high energy collective spin excitations that persist well into the
1
overdoped regime and bear a striking resemblance to those found in the parent compound,
challenging the perception that spin excitations should weaken with doping and have a di-
minishing effect on superconductivity. Here we show that RIXS at the Cu L3-edge indeed
provides access to the spin dynamical structure factor once one considers the full influence
of light polarization. Further we demonstrate that high-energy spin excitations do not cor-
relate with the doping dependence of Tc, while low-energy excitations depend sensitively on
doping and show ferromagnetic correlations. This suggests that high-energy spin excitations
are marginal to pairing in cuprate superconductors.
Introduction
Initial Cu L3-edge RIXS measurements on undoped and weakly underdoped cuprates 1, 2 com-
plemented earlier neutron and Raman scattering experiments, seeming to favor a spin-fluctuation
scenario as a viable explanation of superconductivity 3. However, more recent RIXS measure-
ments on overdoped cuprates 3–6 have shown persistent high-energy spin excitations to very high
doping levels where superconductivity disappears. In contrast neutron and Raman measurements
display an absence of robust spin excitations in the overdoped regime 7, 8; this conflict undermines
an understanding of unconventional superconductivity in the cuprates, making an investigation of
how spin excitations manifest in the RIXS cross section a crucial component to its resolution.
In this letter, we reconcile these seemingly incompatible experimental results by computing
Cu L3-edge RIXS spectra using exact diagonalization (ED), capable of reproducing major experi-
mental features. We demonstrate with light polarization analysis that the RIXS cross-section in a
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crossed-polarization geometry can be interpreted simply in terms of the spin dynamical structure
factor S(q, ω) which enables a comparison between different scattering experiments. Utilizing
determinant quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC), we study in detail the momentum and doping depen-
dence of S(q, ω), finding strong changes near both (π, π) and (0, 0) with relatively insensitive an-
tiferromagnetic zone boundary (AFZB) paramagnons upon hole doping. Moreover, with electron
doping these same AFZB paramagnons harden significantly, providing a testable experimental pre-
diction from this work. Underlying this observed behavior is a framework of local spin exchange
which remains robust even with significant doping away from the parent antiferromagnet. In con-
trast, our calculations show a sensitive evolution of low-energy paramagnons near (0, 0) and (π, π)
which give evidence for the predominance of ferromagnetic correlations. These results highlight
the importance of spectral weight and dispersion at low energies in establishing a relevant energy
scale and strength of spin fluctuations for pairing rather than higher-energy AFZB paramagnons.
Results
The relationship between RIXS and S(q, ω) RIXS is a resonant technique and its sensitivity to
magnetic excitations arises as a result of core-level spin-orbit interactions in the intermediate state
[see Fig. 1(a)]. Although in Mott insulators it has been shown that the RIXS cross-section can be
approximated by S(q, ω) when the charge excitations are gapped, it is not clear whether the same
approximation carries over to doped systems where the ground state is no longer that of a Mott
insulator with commensurate filling 9, 10.
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To answer this question, we numerically evaluate the RIXS cross-section as a function of
momentum [Fig. 1(c)] directly from the Kramers-Heisenberg formula 11, 12 using small cluster ED
of an effective single-band Hubbard Hamiltonian (including both nearest t and next-nearest neigh-
bor hopping t′ and on-site Coulomb repulsion U) at various electron concentrations n; details are
given in the Methods section. Figure 1(c) displays the RIXS spectra calculated for the experimental
geometry discussed in Ref. [3]. The RIXS spectra, even without outgoing polarization discrimina-
tion, agree well with S(q, ω) for different electron concentrations at the chosen momentum space
points accessible on the same finite size clusters for each calculation. This is particularly true at
half-filling where the charge gap ensures that only spin-excitations can be visible in the given en-
ergy range. The main differences occur in the doped systems at higher energy (close to 2t) which
are of less interest for our spin analysis. The important result shown in Fig. 1(c) concerns the sup-
pression of these higher energy peaks in the cross-polarized geometry [see Fig. 1(c) π − σ RIXS]
which results in a significant improvement in the comparison between the RIXS cross-section and
S(q, ω). This indicates that Cu L3-edge RIXS with crossed polarizations (a four-particle corre-
lator) provides access to the spin excitation spectrum encoded in S(q, ω) (a two-particle correla-
tor) for doped as well as undoped cuprates. [Ro further confirm this agreement between RIXS
and S(q, ω) for more momentum points, we can manually adjusted the Cu L-edge energy to be
1.8 ∗ 930eV = 1674eV so that momentum points up to (π, π) can be reached. For more details see
Supplementary Note 1]
The momentum and doping dependence of S(q, ω) Having established a relationship between
RIXS and S(q, ω), we focus now on the momentum and doping dependence of S(q, ω) for the
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single-band Hubbard model. Here we employ the numerically exact DQMC method [see Meth-
ods] with maximum entropy analytic continuation on larger lattices with fine control of the electron
concentration through the chemical potential. As shown in Fig. 2 the DQMC calculations qual-
itatively reproduce both the momentum and doping evolution of the RIXS measurements found
in Refs. [1–6]. A comparison between the intensity and dispersion of low-energy magnetic ex-
citations near (0, 0) and (π, π) shows a transition from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic spin
correlations with increasing doping. In an antiferromagnetic system, the dynamical spin structure
factors show gapless excitations at both (0, 0) and (π, π), with strong intensity around (π, π). In
a ferromagnetic system, the dynamical spin structure factors show strong intensity with gapless
excitations at (0, 0) and much weaker intensity with gapped excitations when approaching (π, π).
However, the spectra of higher-energy AFZB paramagnons show relatively little change with hole
doping other than a general decrease of intensity, suggesting that spin excitations do not soften even
in the heavily overdoped regime. For electron doping, AFZB paramagnons surprisingly harden by
50% at 15% doping which has been observed recently in the prototypical electron-doped cuprate
Nd2−xCexCuO4. 13 For additional analysis and discussion, see Supplementary Discussion.
Theory to understand AFZB paramagnons The behavior of these AFZB paramagnons stands in
stark contrast to naive expectations of spin softening with either hole or electron doping: (i) long-
range AF order collapses quickly upon doping with a small (intermediate) concentration of holes
(electrons), and one would expect spin excitations to soften accordingly 14, 15; (ii) short-range AF
correlations are further weakened due to a dilution of AF bonds [see Fig. 3(a)] in the locally static
spin picture. Indeed, the nearest neighbor spin-spin correlations from the DQMC calculations with
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electron doping decrease in a manner surprisingly well described by a locally static spin picture
where the doped electrons are immobile, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
We can address these points by considering the role of three-site exchange 16 which lowers
the system energy when both doped carriers and AF correlations are present [see Fig. 3(a)]. A local
spin flip in an otherwise AF background produces a ferromagnetic alignment of nearest neighbor
spins which costs additional energy (of the same order as the spin exchange J = 4t2/U) by
suppressing hole- (or double-occupancy-) delocalization represented by the three-site terms. In
fact, if we consider only the spin exchange contributions, the combined energy of a single spin flip
in the doped system (breaking both spin exchange and three-site bonds) is larger than that of the
undoped system by ∼ J/4 [see Fig. 3(a)]. This hardening has been observed in ED calculations of
S(q, ω) for the HHubbard, Ht−J , and Ht−J +H3s Hamiltonians [see Methods] as shown in Fig. 3(c)
upon electron doping.
The situation is more subtle with hole doping, because this “locally static model” no longer
completely applies as seen in Fig. 3(b). The negative next-nearest neighbor hopping t′ (positive
for electron doping) promotes magnetic sublattice mixing and a much larger destruction of the AF
correlations 17. With hole doping the trend observed in RIXS is fully recovered only in the Hubbard
model, as shown in Fig. 2, implying that higher order processes absent in t-J-type models become
crucial in quantitatively reproducing the spin wave dispersion 18.
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Discussion
How do these results reconcile the seemingly contradictory observations between RIXS, neutron
and Raman scattering? First, inelastic neutron scattering probes spin excitations particularly well
around (π, π) momentum transfer, showing a vanishing spectral weight in the regime of large hole
doping p ≃ 0.3 7, 19. This behavior is also visible in the numerical results presented in Fig. 2(a)
which suggest that the impact of doping on the intensity and dispersion of excitations near (0, 0)
and (π, π) is not symmetric. The decreasing correlation length with doping, evidenced by the
spin gap at (π, π) and the weak dispersion towards (π/2, π/2), thus impacts these momentum
points more strongly than the AFZB paramagnons, in accordance with a locally static picture.
Second, Raman scattering 8, 20, 21 shows a softening of the so-called bimagnon (double spin-flip or
two-magnon) response upon both hole and electron doping. This trend has been reproduced by
our ED calculations of the B1g Raman response shown in Fig. 4 [see Methods for the calculation
details and the verification of bimagnon peaks]. Strong magnon-magnon interactions reduce the
bimagnon Raman peak energy from twice that of the single magnon bandwidth as determined by
AFZB magnons and quickly reduce the overall intensity. Taken as a whole, our results provide
a qualitative, and in some cases quantitative, agreement with the salient experimental features of
neutron scattering, Raman, and RIXS measurements, suggesting that coherent propagating spin
waves quickly disappear with the destruction of long-range AF order upon doping, while short-
range, single spin-flip processes can survive to high doping levels as reflected in the evolution of
S(q, ω).
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Full polarization control will allow RIXS to become an effective tool for directly observing
spin dynamics along the AFZB, particularly noting the electron/hole doping differences. Together
with the dome shaped superconducting phase diagram, these results imply that AFZB spin fluc-
tuations might play a relatively minor role in the pairing mechanism, consistent with established
experimental and numerical observations 22–24. This calls into question a simple view of pairing
which emphasizes only the spin exchange energy scale J . However, we suggest that a definitive
resolution to this issue would come from future RIXS experiments along the BZ diagonal (out
to (π/2, π/2)) to illuminate the evolution from antiferro- to ferro-magnetic correlations, compare
with neutron scattering results, and ultimately shed additional light on the intriguing mystery of
cuprate high-temperature superconductivity.
Methods
Numerical techniques We use exact diagonalization (ED) to evaluate the RIXS cross-section
from the Kramers-Heisenberg formula 11, spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω), and Raman
scattering cross-section 25 on small clusters with periodic boundary conditions. We employ a 12-
site Betts cluster in evaluating the RIXS cross-section and S(q, ω) shown in Fig. 1. The Raman
scattering response shown in Fig. 4 has been evaluated on 16- and 18-site square (or diamond-
shaped) clusters and the 18-site cluster was employed to evaluate S(q, ω) for HHubbard, Ht−J and
Ht−J + H3s shown in Fig. 3. The ED calculations for HHubbard are performed with the Parallel
ARnoldi PACKage (PARPACK) and the cross-sections obtained by use of the biconjugate gra-
dient stabilized method and continued fraction expansion 12. The ED calculations on Ht−J and
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Ht−J + H3s models are performed using the Lanczos algorithm. Finite temperature determinant
quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC) simulations 26, 27 were performed on HHubbard to obtain the imag-
inary time spin-spin correlation function from which the real frequency response function S(q, ω)
was obtained by analytic continuation using the maximum entropy method (MEM). 28, 29 These
simulations were performed on 8 × 8 square lattice clusters with periodic boundary conditions
at an inverse temperature β = 3/t for the same Hubbard Hamiltonian parameter values utilized
in the ED studies. For this set of parameters, the DQMC method exhibits a significant fermion
sign problem 30 over the entire doping range which we address in the MEM 29 (see Supplementary
Methods and Supplementary Fig. 6). MEM requires the use of a model function for determining
an entropic prior in the analytic continuation routine. We utilize a Lorentzian model whose peak
as a function of q is determined from a simple spin wave dispersion at small q out to the AFZB;
however, beyond the AFZB the model assumes no softening as expected for long-range antiferro-
magnetism with the top of the magnon band set by approximations for the spin exchange J and an
assumed reduction of the spin moment by quantum fluctuations. While some quantitative changes
occur with significant changes to these default models, we have checked that the qualitative be-
havior remains robust. The MEM routine returns the real frequency spin susceptibility from which
S(q, ω) is obtained from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. More details about the models and
numerical algorithms can be found in the following Methods and Supplementary Methods.
RIXS The Cu L3-edge RIXS cross-section is calculated using the Kramers-Heisenberg formula 11
for the single-band Hubbard model
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I(q, ω, ωin) =
1
π
Im〈Ψ|
1
HHubbard − E0 − ω − i0+
|Ψ〉
|Ψ〉 =
∑
iασ
eiq·RiD †
iασ
1
HHubbard + HCH − E0 − ωin − iΓ
Diασ|0〉
(1)
in which
HHubbard = −t
∑
<ij>,σ
d†iσdjσ − t
′ ∑
≪ij≫,σ
d†iσdjσ +
∑
i
Undi↑n
d
i↓
HCH =
∑
iασ
(ǫd − ǫp)(1− npiασ)− Uc
∑
iασσ′
ndiσ(1− n
p
iασ′) + λ
∑
iαα′σσ′
p†iασχ
σσ′
αα′piα′σ′ ,
(2)
where q is the momentum transfer; ωin and ω = ωin − ωout are the incident photon energy (in
our study the Cu L3-edge) and photon energy transfer, respectively; E0 is the ground state en-
ergy of the system in the absence of a core-hole; |0〉 is the ground state wave function; Diασ =
〈dx2−y2,σ|ǫˆ·rˆ|pασ〉d
†
iσpiασ (and h.c.) dictates the dipole transition process from Cu 2p to the 3d level
(or from Cu 3d to 2p), with the x-ray polarization ǫˆ either π or σ (the polarization vector parallel or
perpendicular to the scattering plane); and Γ is the inverse core-hole lifetime (see Supplementary
Note 2). In HHubbard, < ... > and ≪ ... ≫ represent a sum over the nearest and next nearest
neighbor sites respectively. The Hamiltonian for the intermediate state also involves the on-site
energy ǫd − ǫp for creating a 2p core hole, Coulomb interaction Uc induced by the core-hole and
spin-orbit coupling λ, all denoted as in HCH . χσσ
′
αα′ ≡ 〈pασ|l · s|pα′σ′〉 represents the spin-orbital
coupling coefficients. The angle between the incident and the scattered photon propagation vectors
is set to be 50◦. The parameters used in the RIXS calculation are t = 0.4 eV, U = 8t = 3.2 eV,
t′ = −0.3t = −0.12 eV, ǫd − ǫp = 930 eV, Uc = −4t = −1.6 eV, λ = 13 eV and Γ = 1t = 0.4
eV 31, 32. RIXS spectra at half-filling are taken only at the Cu L3 resonance, and upon doping at the
resonance closest to the half-filling Cu L3-edge resonant energy. The RIXS results were obtained
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for a Lorentzian broadening with half width at half maximum (HWHM) = 0.01eV (0.025t) and a
Gaussian broadening with HWHM = 0.047eV (0.118t) on the energy transfer. The spin dynamical
structure factor S(q, ω), discussed in the next section, for HHubbard was calculated using the same
parameters to make comparison to our RIXS results.
Spin Dynamical Structure Factor The spin dynamical structure factor is defined as
S(q, ω) =
1
π
Im〈0|s−q
1
H − E0 − ω − i0+
sq|0〉, (3)
where we have studied the HHubbard, Ht−J and Ht−J +H3s Hamiltonians:
Ht−J = −t
∑
<ij>,σ
c˜†iσ c˜jσ − t
′ ∑
≪ij≫,σ
c˜†iσ c˜jσ + J
∑
<ij>
Si · Sj , (4)
H3s = −
J
4
∑
<ij><ij′>,j 6=j′,σ
(c˜†j′σn˜i−σ c˜jσ − c˜
†
j′σ c˜
†
i−σ c˜iσ c˜j−σ); (5)
E0 is the corresponding ground state energy of the model Hamiltonian; sq =
∑
k c
†
k+q,↑ck,↑ −
c†k+q,↓ck,↓, c
†
k,σ =
1√
N
∑
i c
†
iσe
ik·Ri forHHubbard; sq =
∑
k c˜
†
k+q,↑c˜k,↑−c˜
†
k+q,↓c˜k,↓, c˜
†
k,σ =
1√
N
∑
i c˜
†
iσe
ik·Ri
for Ht−J and H3s; Si = 12
∑
σσ′ c˜
†
iσσσσ′ c˜iσ′ ; and c˜iσ is restricted in the subspace without double
occupancy c˜iσ = c¯iσ(1 − n¯i−σ) and ciσ = U †c¯iσU , in which the operator c¯iσ annihilates a dressed
electron whose hopping conserves the number of effective doubly occupied sites 33. To explore
the similarities and differences between HHubbard and Ht−J (with and without H3s), we calculate
S(q, ω) on the three model Hamiltonians with the parameters J = 0.4t, t′ = −0.25t and U = 10t
(corresponding to J = 0.4t by the relation J = 4t2/U).
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Locally Static Model In the “locally static model” [see Fig. 3(b)] it is assumed that the holes de-
stroy the short-range spin-spin correlations solely by the effect of ‘static’ doping, i.e. by removing
the spins and thus cutting spin bonds. In this case the nearest neighbor spin-spin correlation can be
calculated in the following way:
〈S0S1〉doped ≃ (1− p)
2〈S0S1〉undoped, (6)
where 〈S0S1〉 is the abbreviation of 〈0|SiSj |0〉 for two neighboring sites i and j, and p is the
concentration of either doped holes (p = 1− n) or doped electrons (p = n− 1).
Raman Scattering We calculate the Raman scattering cross-section in the B1g channel using the
non-resonant response function for HHubbard 25:
RB1g(ω) =
1
π
Im〈0|γB1g
1
H − E0 − ω − i0+
γB1g |0〉,
γB1g =
1
t
∑
k
(∂2ε(k)
∂k2x
−
∂2ǫ(k)
∂k2y
)
c†kck =
1
2
∑
k
(cos(kx)− cos(ky))c
†
kck
(7)
in which ε(k) = −2t(coskx+ cosky)−4t′coskxcosky is the bare band dispersion, with parameters
U = 8t and t′ = −0.3t. t is taken as 0.4 eV to make comparison with experimental data.
This two-particle response also has been studied recently in cluster dynamical mean-field
theory 34 showing that, if calculated fully gauge invariantly, the non-resonant Raman B1g response
shows the presence of a strong bimagnon peak at half filling. Nevertheless, the Raman spectrum
calculated using this method for doped systems is sensitive to both charge and spin excitations
in the low energy regime. Our identification of the bimagnon excitations in the Raman spectra
relies primarily on the qualitative evolution of the peaks in agreement with experimental observa-
tions 20. We note that all of the excitations visible in our Raman spectra correspond to ∆S = 0
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transitions which have B1g symmetry. At half-filling, the energy of the excitation to which we
assign bimagnon character lies within the charge gap which makes the bimagnon assignment clear.
Upon either hole or electron doping, we expect to develop charge excitations in the Raman re-
sponse at low energy and for the two-magnon response to soften and decrease in intensity. Our
assignment corresponds to an upper bound for the bimagnon energy scale with doping where the
additional structure at low energies signals either charge excitations or a substantial broadening of
the bimagnon excitations now represented by multiple features in the exact diagonalization (ED)
result (as discussed in connection with comparisons between determinant quantum monte carlo
(DQMC) and ED results). However, the energy scale clearly softens and, more importantly, the in-
tensity drops (significantly) in agreement with the experimental observations where the bimagnon
“peak” becomes nearly impossible to distinguish from the charge background almost immediately
upon crossing the AFM phase boundary.
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Figure 1 Similarities between RIXS and the spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω): (a)
Schematic diagram of a spin flip excitation produced during the RIXS process at the Cu
L3-edge. The highlighted (darkened) orbitals represent holes. A spin-flip excitation is
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created when an electron with up spin is photoexcited from a Cu 2p core-level into the
partially filled 3dx2−y2 orbital. Subsequent de-excitation through the decay of an electron
with spin down into the core produces a RIXS cross-section with a single spin-flip exci-
tation. Such a single spin-flip channel can only be enabled when the outgoing photon
polarization is (or has non zero component) perpendicular to the incoming photon polar-
ization. (b) A schematic picture of the area of the Brillouin zone accessible to RIXS at
the Cu L-edge, as well as a line denoting the antiferromagnetic zone boundary (AFZB).
The RIXS cross-section and the spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω) have been eval-
uated in momentum space at the points marked by dots in the Brillouin zone [see also
panel (c) below]. (c) The RIXS cross-section for select points in momentum space at the
Cu L3-edge (top and middle panels) compared against S(q, ω) (bottom panels). Each
has been calculated using exact diagonalization for the Hubbard model on a finite-size
cluster for three different electron concentrations n. The top panels show RIXS spectra
calculated for an in-coming polarization π and a sum over the outgoing polarizations. The
middle panels show the results with out-going polarization discrimination, here chosen
in the cross-polarized geometry to emphasize the spin excitations. The results were ob-
tained for the Hubbard model parameters U = 8t, t′ = −0.3t with t = 0.4eV , a Lorentzian
broadening with half width at half maximum (HWHM) = 0.025t and a Gaussian broadening
with HWHM = 0.118t on the energy transfer. [See Methods]
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Figure 2 The spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω) calculated using DQMC for the Hub-
bard model: (a) False color plots of the spectra along high symmetry directions in the Bril-
louin zone for different electron concentrations n. The calculations are done with the same
Hubbard model parameters as in Fig. 1. (b) Dispersion relations of the spin response peak
in S(q, ω) along these high symmetry directions for different n. (c) Comparison of the cal-
culated and observed energies of the spectral peaks at selected momenta as a function
of n [t = 400 meV has been used for the comparison]. YBa2Cu3O6+x, YBa2Cu4O8 and
Nd1.2Ba1.8Cu3O6+x RIXS experimental data are taken from [3]; La2−xSrxCuO4 RIXS ex-
perimental data are taken from [6].
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Figure 3 Understanding doping dependence of the spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω):
(a) A cartoon illustrating the energy cost of spin excitations with doping within a “locally
static hole” model: (top row) ground state with AF correlations; (bottom row) a single spin-
flip excitation. Green dashed lines represent the paths of hole delocalization by three-site
terms, blue saw-tooth lines represent broken AF bonds, and green saw-tooth lines repre-
sent broken three-site bonds. Undoped, a single spin-flip costs an energy of 2J from the
four broken AF bonds. With doping, this is reduced by the dilution of the AF background.
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With the three-site terms the overall energy cost increases compared to the undoped sys-
tem due to the reduction in hole-delocalization energy. The side panel shows the process
of hole-motion represented by the three-site terms, similar to the super exchange pro-
cess. For electron doping, a particle-hole transformation can be applied so that a site with
an open circle represents double occupancy. (b) Nearest neighbor spin-spin correlations
〈S0S1〉 as a function of electron concentration n from DQMC. The solid lines represent a
fit of the doping dependence in the “locally static hole” model. [see Methods] (c) A com-
parison between ED results for S(q, ω) in HHubbard, Ht−J , and Ht−J+H3s [see Methods] for
different values of n at (2π/3, 0). The three-site terms lead to hardening of spin excitations
in qualitative agreement with the results from the Hubbard model. We calculate S(q, ω)
on the three model Hamiltonians with the parameters J = 0.4t, t = 0.25t, U = 10t (cor-
responding to J = 0.4t by the relation J = 4t2/U) and a Lorentzian broadening HWHM =
0.05t.
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Figure 4 Raman spectra as a function of n: (a) The B1g Raman spectra for various values
of n calculated using exact diagonalization of the Hubbard model on 18-site clusters. [see
Methods]. The calculations are done with the same Hubbard model parameters as in
Fig. 1 and 2, and with a Lorentzian broadening HWHM = 0.1t. Evolution of the spectral
(‘bimagnon’) peak in the Raman spectra denoted by the black arrows [see Methods for
identification of the ‘bimagnon’ peaks] in panel (a) together with the results from 16-site
clusters (solid symbols). For the 18-site calculations for example, the bimagnon peaks
are obtained by fitting the spectra around the black arrow in panel (a) with Lorentzian
functions. These results are compared to experiments (open symbols) obtained from
Raman scattering on La2−xSrxCuO4 [20] and Nd2−xCexCuO4 [21], and oxygen K-edge
RIXS on La2−xSrxCuO4 [35].
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Figure S1 The RIXS cross-section in the π-incoming/σ-outgoing polarization (red) and
the spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω) (blue): The calculations are performed using
exact diagonalization for the Hubbard model on a 12-site cluster for electron concentration
levels n = 0.83. The Cu L-edge energy has been manually adjusted to be 1.8 ∗ 930eV =
1674eV so that momentum points up to (π, π) can be reached. The other parameter
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values in this calculations are U = 4eV, t = 0.37eV, t′ = −0.10eV, Uc = 2eV, Γ = 0.4eV .
A Lorentzian broadening with HWHM = 0.01eV has been implemented for both RIXS and
S(q, ω) calculations. The calculated spectra are shown with the energy in units of eV.
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Figure S2 Core-hole lifetime 1/Γ dependence of Cu L-edge RIXS calculations vs. the
dynamical structure factor S(q, ω): The RIXS cross-sections at different momenta are
shown for π-incoming/σ-outgoing polarization. The calculation parameters (other than Γ)
and the electron concentration are the same as in Supplementary Fig. S1.
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Figure S3 Peak energies of S(q, ω) at (around) (π/2, π/2) as a function of doping: (a)
Peak energies of S(q, ω) at (π/2, π/2) as a function of the electron concentration obtained
using DQMC in the single-band Hubbard model. The peak positions harden strongly
upon electron doping, but show little change upon hole doping. (b) Exact diagonalization
calculations of S(q, ω) on Hubbard, t− J and t− J plus 3-site terms models, for momen-
tum (π/3, π/3) (the momentum point closest to (π/2, π/2) and accessible on the 18-site
cluster). The calculation parameters are the same as in Fig. 3 of the main text.
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Figure S4 Integrated intensity and HWHM for S(q, ω), q = (π, 0) and (π/2, π/2), as
functions of electron concentration n. (a) Energy integrated intensity of S(q, ω) obtained
by DQMC calculations for the single-band Hubbard model, with the same calculation pa-
rameters as in Fig. 2 of the main text. (b) Half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) obtained
by fitting the same spectra with a single Gaussian waveform.
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Figure S5 Dispersion relations of the spin response peak in S(q, ω) around (π, π) and its
doping dependence: (a) Peak positions are extracted from the determinant quantum Monte
Carlo calculations of S(q, ω) as shown in Fig. 2 of the main text. The dispersion is shown
along high symmetry cuts, for multiple electron doping values. (b) Similar plots for hole
doping. (c) The peak intensity of S(q, ω) at q = (π, π) obtained from DQMC. (d) HWHM
for a single Gaussian peak fit to S(q, ω). At n = 0.6 or 40% hole-doping, the spectrum
becomes very broad and a second, broad peak emerges near the first, yielding a very
large HWHM.
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Figure S6 The fermion sign from the DQMC simulations as a function of doping: the av-
erage fermion sign as well as the error bar of the fermion sign obtained form determinant
quantum Monte Carlo calculations of S(q, ω) at multiple doping levels. The calculation
parameters are the same as those used in Fig. 2 of the main text.
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Figure S7 Comparison of determinant quantum Monte Carlo and exact diagonalization
calculations for S(q, ω): For DQMC, the electron density level is n = 0.85. For ED, the
electron density level is two electrons less than half-filling: n = 0.83 for 12-site, and
n = 0.89 for 18-site cluster. The calculations parameters are the same as in Fig. 1 of
the main text.
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Supplementary Notes
Supplementary Note 1: The comparison of S(q, ω) with RIXS at other momentum points
Showing more momentum points for comparison between RIXS and S(q, ω) would better demon-
strate the agreement between the two spectra. In the main text other momentum points provided
by the largest available 12-site cluster has not been shown as these other points are not “accessi-
ble” in Cu L-edge RIXS due to the limited momentum transfer from photons at the Cu L-edge
energy (930eV ). Nevertheless, to answer solely questions about differences between S(q, ω) and
RIXS, one can “artificially” adjust the photon momentum by changing the Cu L-edge photon en-
ergy to cover the full Brillouin zone. Supplementary Fig. S1 shows the RIXS cross-section in the
π-incoming/σ-outgoing polarization (red) and the spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω) (blue),
with the Cu L-edge energy tuned to 1.8 ∗ 930eV = 1674eV for the remaining three momenta ac-
cessible on the 12-site cluster: (π, π), (π/3, π), and (0, 0) (the latter is accessible in RIXS, but the
intensity is nearly zero, so it was not shown in the main text). Each spectrum has been calculated
using exact diagonalization (ED) for the Hubbard model on a 12-site cluster for electron concen-
tration n = 0.83. One can see that for each momentum, RIXS in the π−σ geometry approximates
well the spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω). These results reconfirm the agreement between
S(q, ω) and the RIXS cross-section in the cross-polarized scattering geometry.
Supplementary Note 2: The core-hole lifetime dependence Our choice of Γ = 0.4eV in the
main text is very realistic for cuprates – in particular, it agrees with the most recent estimates in
Ref. [36] and is also in agreement with the chosen value of Γ in Ref. [37]. While the RIXS results
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might sensitively depend on Γ, choosing it in agreement with experiments properly captures all
the effects related to finite core-hole lifetime. Nevertheless, decreasing or increasing the assumed
value of Γ by a factor of two still does not lead to significant differences in the spectral weight
of excitations observed in the calculated RIXS spectrum. More precisely, even for unphysical
values of Γ, RIXS in the cross-polarized channel and in the doped case approximates fairly well
the spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω), as shown in Supplementary Fig. S2. Naturally, further
reduction of the value of Γ (which definitely requires unrealistic values of Γ at the Cu L-edge)
leads to significant changes in the RIXS spectra – but the study of this phenomenon is beyond of
the scope of this paper.
Supplementary Discussion
The behavior of S(q, ω) at (π/2, π/2) and (π, 0) In Supplementary Fig. S3 we show the behavior
of the spin dynamical structure factor S(q, ω) at (π/2, π/2) as a function of doping, in analogy
with Fig. 2c in the main text. While the (π/2, π/2) momentum point is hard to access in INS 19
and has so far not been accessed in RIXS, the spectrum at this point could be accessed and verified
against these findings in future RIXS experiments.
Let us note, that the behavior of S(q, ω) at (π/2, π/2) as a function of doping is very similar
to the behavior at (π, 0) as a function of doping (cf. left panel of Supplementary Fig. S3 and Fig. 2c
in the main text). However, unlike the (π, 0) point, it is clear that the origin of the hole doping
dependence can be explained less accurately using the t− J model with 3-site terms (although the
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3-site terms contribute to the hardening of the excitations with electron doping), cf. right panel
of Supplementary Fig. S3. One must also invoke higher order exchange processes (present in the
Hubbard model) to fully explain the observed doping dependence of these spin excitations. We
note that the “local picture” (see Fig. 3 of the main text) better represents the behavior of S(q, ω)
along the (0, 0)-(π, 0) direction rather than along the diagonal direction in the Brillouin zone due
to a more significant destruction of the antiferromagnetic correlations close to (π, π) with doping.
For completeness, we show the doping dependence of the integrated intensity and the half
width at half maximum (HWHM) at the (π/2, π/2) and (π, 0) points in Supplementary Fig. S4.
Unlike the (π, π) point (cf. Supplementary Fig. S5 and discussion in the next section) the variation
of intensity with doping at these momenta is rather small. This agrees with the assumptions made
when interpreting the RIXS results in terms of the “locally static model” and stating that one is
primarily sensitive to local spin excitations at these momentum space points: the energy of these
local excitations seems to be rather weakly affected by doping (see main text) and one also could
expect that their intensity should not change very much with doping.
The behavior of S(q, ω) near (π, π) and the connection to INS Our calculated S(q, ω) is con-
sistent with inelastic neutron scattering (INS), capturing important doping dependent characteris-
tics of the measurements. We find qualitative agreement between the DQMC results, as shown in
Supplementary Fig. S5, and the INS measurements on the following points:
On the hole doped side: (i) The momentum-integrated magnetic scattering intensity in a
region around (π, π) in the INS experiments strongly decreases with hole doping [cf. Fig. 7
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(b) and Fig. 8 in Ref. [19]]; similarly, in our calculations the intensity of the magnetic response at
(π, π) and nearby points decreases significantly with hole doping. (ii) The energy scale of magnetic
excitations near (π, π) increases with significant hole doping 19, similar to the behavior we observe.
On the electron doped side: (i) The momentum-integrated spectral weight of the so-called
“low energy peaks” in the INS experiments seems to decrease more slowly with electron doping
than with hole doping [cf. inset of Fig. 18 in Ref. [19]]; in our calculations we observe a similar
trend – the intensity of the (π, π) peak decreases far slower with electron doping than with hole
doping. (ii) The slope of low energy magnetic excitations near (π, π) (which provides an estimate
for the antiferromagnetic spin stiffness) becomes less steep with doping [cf. Fig. 18 in Ref. [19]];
we qualitatively observe a similar trend.
Nevertheless, the relatively high temperature and lack of a dense momentum-space mesh
which are limiting factors of the DQMC method preclude any quantitative, substantive comparison
between our results and some of the aspects of the INS spectra. In particular, our momentum-space
mesh does not provide sufficient resolution to address the magnetic incommensurability which is
visible as part of the INS “hourglass” structure around (π, π).
Supplementary Methods
Fermion sign problem in DQMC The DQMC method for simulating the many-body Hubbard
Hamiltonian exhibits a sign problem which restricts the minimum accessible temperatures (maxi-
mum β) and, to a lesser extent, the maximum accessible cluster sizes 30. The sign problem arises
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from a non-positive definite measure of the probability distribution for different auxilliary field
configurations in the DQMC method. The sign problem can be partially overcome by perform-
ing measurements during DQMC process using a weighted distribution which accounts for this
non-positive measure or “fermion sign”. We have accounted for this source of statistical variation
between different estimates of the correlation function using the maximum entropy method (MEM)
analytic continuation techniques based on Bayesian inference 29, and the two-particle response can
be reliably extracted for the values of the sign encountered in the simulations. (see Supplementary
Fig. 6)
ED vs DQMC Both ED and DQMC are numerically exact methods. However, there are signifi-
cant differences in the types of questions which can be better answered by each technique. Both
methods are based on small, real-space cluster models of the full lattice Hamiltonian. More specif-
ically:
ED is a wavefunction-based method restricted by the exponential scaling of the Hilbert space
dimension with cluster size which leads to two effects: (i) ED can be utilized only on small clus-
ters. The intermediate states of the Cu L-edge RIXS process for a 12-site cluster discussed in the
main text, considering the Cu 2p-core orbitals, has a Hilbert space dimension of s = 14,976,864 at
half-filling (while the size of the Hamiltonian matrix is s× s). The Hamiltonian matrix is usually
very sparse (usually a few hundreds of non-zero elements within each column or row), and can be
handled by implementing massively parallel algorithms. By extension, the size of the real-space
cluster limits the number and spacing of accessible momentum space points for any comparison
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between RIXS and S(q, ω) in our study. (ii) Any spectral function, e.g. single-particle addition
or removal spectrum, spin and charge dynamical structure factors, RIXS cross-section, or Raman
response function, only has finite spectral support over the discrete spectrum of eigenstates for the
Hamiltonian represented in the given Hilbert space. The spectral features thus naturally evolve, of-
ten significantly, with changes in the cluster size. The advantages of ED over other techniques rest
with the fact that it is a zero temperature formalism capable of addressing ground state properties
and that it provides direct access to the wavefunction from which one can evaluate any correlation
function or cross-section, i.e. RIXS and S(q, ω) on equal footing (albeit with severe limitations on
the Hilbert space size). In particular, RIXS at the transition metal K-edge has been calculated by
several groups using the ED technique 11.
DQMC is a finite temperature, imaginary time Green’s function or propagator based method
limited mainly by the fermion sign problem. One can perform simulations on significantly larger
clusters with a more dense momentum space mesh than that of ED; however, the fermion sign
problem limits the lowest temperatures that can be accessed with this method and one needs to
employ an additional numerical procedure for obtaining real frequency response functions from
the imaginary time data. While we can obtain both single- and two-particle response functions
using this method, there is to this point-in-time no method for estimating the multi-particle RIXS
cross-section with this technique which requires an explicit handling of the core-hole intermediate
state. So, the DQMC method can provide full real-frequency information about single- and two-
particle response functions on a relatively dense mesh in momentum space, but limited to fairly
high temperatures.
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Despite their significant differences, these two methods give qualitatively similar results as
shown in Supplementary Fig. S7. This figure displays a comparison between S(q, ω) obtained
from DQMC simulations on 8 × 8 square clusters and that obtained from ED on both 12- and 18-
site small clusters at approximately the same doping level and momentum space position. One can
see that the lowest energy magnon peak aligns in energy for both DQMC and ED. The presence of
several discrete higher energy states in ED makes up part of the tail emanating on the high energy
side of the main magnon peak in DQMC. In fact, increasing the ED cluster size shows that these
states form a continuous band of excitations captured by DQMC. This behavior is a manifestation
of the discrete energy domain which supports spectral functions obtained using the ED technique.
The origin of the “high energy” excitations, visible both in ED (as separate peaks at ca. 1.5t
energy transfer) and DQMC (as the high energy “tail” extending beyond ca. t energy transfer), may
be explained as follows: (i) Due to the strong interaction between holes/electrons and spin fluctu-
ations, there are many different “spin-flip” states in S(q, ω). (ii) These states can be understood
as spin fluctuations dressed with holes/electrons (cf. Ref. [38] for a somewhat related problem
of the hole dressed by magnons which also leads to spectral functions with “many peaks”). It is
remarkable that these dressed spin fluctuations have a very similar dispersion relation to that of the
“pure” spin fluctuations in the undoped case. The findings in this manuscript point to the origin of
this effect in the peculiar interplay between the 3-site terms, softening of spin excitations due to
spin removal with hole/electron doping, and, most importantly, rather small effects on dispersion,
at least on the electron doped side, due to the dressing of spin fluctuations with charge.
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